Neural correlates of
mindful emotion
regulation in high
and low ruminators

What is
Rumination?

Mindfulness—the ability to direct one’s
attention to the present moment and cultivate a
non-judgmental awareness

Mindfulness

Component of successful treatment of
depressive rumination

Mindfulness has been associated with activity in
brain areas that are involved in emotion
regulation (e.g., areas in the CCN and limbic
regions), attentional control [e.g., anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC)] and self-awareness
(e.g., areas in the DMN)

To investigate the neural correlates of mindful emotion
regulation in high and low trait ruminators

Current
Study

34 high trait ruminators and 33 low trait ruminators
were randomized to either a mindfulness (MT) or
instructive thinking (IT) group
•In the mindfulness group (MT), subjects were asked to cultivate
either a mindfulness focus on the breath or mindfulness focus on
experiences and emotions during 14 trials of 40 s duration
•In the instructive thinking group (IT), subjects were asked to direct
their attention either to a situation in the past or in the future and
think about this situation over and over again during 14 trials of 40 s
duration

In the second study phase, all subjects completed an
emotion regulation task during which subjects watched
video clips with neutral and negative valence

High ruminators would show generally elevated levels
of state rumination, negative affect, emotional distress
and avoidance, as well as higher reactivity following the
emotion regulation task in comparison to baseline

Hypotheses

Mindfulness instruction would decrease the emotional
reactivity in general and within the high ruminators
more strongly than in the low ruminators
MT group would show higher CCN activity than the
control group, especially during mindful nonjudgmental focus
High ruminators would show reduced cortical
oxygenation during the emotion regulation task in the
CCN and that the trained instruction would normalize
this reduction

Method

Results

Results Cont.

Discussion
Questions:
Mindfulness

In reference to the Rosenbaum paper, I think the results are what one would
expect from mindfulness, but I question the validity of their two 'interventions'
and if it's truly mindfulness. They say the mindfulness buzz words, but
mindfulness is considered a practice and takes time to understand and apply in
a helpful way. I wondering to what extent the difference between the conditions
was not a result of mindfulness practice but rather the fact that the 'mindfulness'
condition was simply more relaxing than a condition in which someone is
repeatedly thinking about an future or past event. They also did not instruct the
participants to focus on a neutral event, so it's possible that people picked event
that stick out which most likely have some heightened emotionality to them
making it an odd comparison to a mindful, relaxing breathing exercise. (JOSH)

I am curious how different types of mindfulness
practice (e.g., body scan, mindful walking, yoga, or
even prayer) may or may not show results similar to
theirs. (SARAH)

Discussion
Questions:
Sample
Characterization

Additionally, I would have liked to see more clinical
characterizations of the participants. The paper open up with a
whole discussion about how depression and medication use
could essentially be impacted by the use of mindfulness and
I'm curious to what extent psychiatric symptoms may have
played a role in the responses. I recognize they did some basic
characterizations by level of rumination, but given how broad
rumination is and how many psychiatric problems it's related to,
it would be important to have a broader clinical understanding
of the participants to put more value on their reactions to the
stimuli and response to 'intervention’. (JOSH, NICOLE)
In the introduction, they talked about how rumination is a factor
predicting future relapse and that rumination occurs in general
anxiety disorder as well. However, in their sample, they did not
report if their participants were diagnosed with any
psychological disorder. They simply divided their participants
with high and low rumination tendency with a rumination scale.
I wonder if their finding applies to clinical diagnosis with
rumination symptoms in general (hence transdiagnosis) or
more on depression (SHANE).

Discussion
Questions:
Limitations
and Future
Directions

Lack of “nonintervention” group

IT group and ER
paradigm (i.e., no
explicit directions,
could have used any
ER strategy)

Practice of Yoga
more explicitly à
improve mindfulness
skills?

Ecological validity of
the ER task? Use of
Trier Social Stress
Test in future
studies?

Efficacy at higher
dosage?

Translation of Results
to Psychotherapy?

